
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of financial analysis.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for financial analysis

Work closely with regional Finance team cross functional teams like the LOB
Domains, Marketing, IT, Logistics, Sales Operations, to develop, plan and
implement key strategies and initiatives that will enable the accelerated
growth of Thailand market
Lead all local statutory compliance requirements as the country finance
leader, partnering with legal
Proficiency level typically attained with 7+ years of experience in financial
management
You will perform periodic analysis of expenses allocation
You will participate in Information systems Infrastructure and other ad-hoc
projects
Supervise and coordinate the preparation and communication of the monthly,
quarterly and annual financial statements, including revenue projections
Supervise the preparation of other reports, if any, of the fiscal condition of
the company
Understand and apply the complex regulatory requirement of various acts,
including IRDA and be the Key Management person as per the IRDA Act
Plan, organize and direct the financial management of the company and
activities of the finance department
Co-ordinate and review preparation of summary presentations/reports to
Executive, Statutory Boards, Group, and Audit Committee
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Good interpersonal skills partnering with the procurement teams
Results driven and self- driven
Comfortable working remote and independently
Willing and able to deal with high degree of ambiguity and complexity
adopting a hands-on approach
High energy Finance professional with a solid Controllership foundation who
is proactive, solution oriented and customer focused
The successful candidate must be a team player, self-motivated, and have the
ability to multi task and work in a rapidly changing environment


